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Gets His First Sight Palisade Park Four Young and
School Teacher Is Moorish Forces on Officers
Pretty
Fighting
of Smelter in
teen Miles Long
Glanders Make
Waylaid at the Outskirts of Santa Fe Point of Surrenderis Opened
Operation
and Subjected to Indignities
ing Forces
Complaint
welcomedWseh. carter

1L 111

WHEN FOUND THE VIGlim WAS BHUISEO FROM HEAD TO FOOT COAST VILLAGES IN

RIMES

IITEO

POLIC?VERY BUSY

Made Address at Anacona Center of Attraction at FulFailing in His Beastly Purpose The Assailant Shot His Spanish Government is Much Life Insurance Agent Given
and Proceeds to Butte
ton Celebration Is in
Strengthened at Home
Prey in The Back of The Neck
Hearing on Charge of
This Forenoon.
The Air.
by Successes.
Inflicting a Fatal Wound.
Rebating.
Anaconda, Mont.. Sent. 27. President Taft arrived at Silver Bow Junction at 0:30 this morning and the train
was switched to the tracks of the
Butte, Anaconda and Pacific and the
President was landed at the very door
of the Great Washoe Smelter. It was
the President's first view of a plant
of this kind and he showed greatest
interest in its operations. He was welcomed by Senator Thomas M. Carter
and after a drive through the streets,
made a brief address. Leaving here the

party

will

arrive at Butte at

10: 30.

After commenting on the diaer-one- e
in conditions prevailing here and
other points on his trip, the President said: "After all it is not great
industries or great wealth, but it is
he comfort, the happiness of an individual that, goes to make up a
great nation and no one can take the
trip I have been taking without seeing in every face, hearing in every
voice, that every man is looking forward not backward, that he knows
that in himself, in his constitution,
In the makeup of his fellows, is the
certainty of progress onward that
shall uplift the people and make
America even a greater country than
it is now."
Visits Deep and Hot Place.
Butte, Mont, Sept. 27. The President was given an insight into the op-

eration of another great western industry today when, accompanied by
John Hays Hammond, he was taken
through the hot stopes of the famous
old Leonard mine. After arrival at 11
o'clock he was driven to the court
house square where he delivered a
short, address.
He was taken to the Leonard and
nfter donning a miner's garb was dropped to the. 1200 foot level where he
was shown all phases of mining and
timbering in the stopes of the famous
old producer. It was the unanimous
opinion of the presidential party that
Turkish baths and golf are, far
as weight-reducer- s
by the hot
stopes a thousand feet belof the surface. The President had a decided
limp today from the strained tendon
Injured before leaving Beverly, and

aggravated

by

New York, Sept. 27. Water yielded
to the air today as the conspicuous

Yesterday morning all

Hudson-Fulto-

Kentucky.

had been made

-

--

Walls of Eight Story
Building Bulge

i

o

Out

caliber.

The bullet, penetrated the back of
neck near the right side, passing
passing through the neck near the
base of the tongue and embedding it- self on the left side below the ear.

y

Which Spread Death
and Destruction.

Blood Hounds on Trail.
This afternoon,
Captain
Fornoff,
accompanied by a large body of men
and by the penitentiary bloodhounds
again visited the neighborhood where
the assault took place, lie is still at
work on the matter and certain clues
are being followed up.
The assault is supposed to have
occurred on last Tuesday the day on
x..
"
" tV...
" 1.,..
"
"'
that (la-- she started to Mrs. W. II.
at
Kennedy ot Montezuma avenue,
whose home she roomed, that she
was going to the postoffice to see if
there was not a letter for her offering her a position as a school teacher. She said that in case she received the letter she might not re- tarn to the Kennedy residence until
the end of the week. When she did
not come back Mrs. Kennedy
supposed that she had received a letter
and had gone to accept a position.
Hence no alarm was felt and no
search was made for her.
Wnt in Search of Position.
How Miss Montgomery came
to
go where she did is still a matter
of mystery. It was known that she
had several offers from outside to
teach school, one offer being from
Bent' Ote''o county. As the girl did
not accept the offers it was thought
that she was probably short of mon
ey and unable to get away, although
she herself made no such statement.
A nunber of persons who knew her
state that at times she appeared worried and despondent at not being able
to secure a position.
It is understood that she learned
that there might be a possible vacan- cy in the school just outside of town.
near the place where she was assaulted. It is presumed that she started
out on Tuesday for the school and
then went in search of Higenio Martinez, a director of the school. Not
finding his residence it is presumed
that she accosted one of a gang of
convicts who were working on the
for Martinez's
road, and inquired
place. It is then supposed that one
of the men agreed to show her the
way .but instead led her to a cabin
frequented by three of the men and
at this place attempted to assault her
with the result of murder.
The men who occupied the cabin are
the three under arrest. Being trusties
they were not under guard.
It may be that this is the true solution and that the girl was kept, in
the cabin a prisoner until Sunday
morning when found in the a'rroyo.
On the other hand it may be that she
was assaulted and then wandered
about through the foothills in a dazed
condition until found. In any event
tllat she was subjected to fearful e
posure and suffered from hunger and
thirst as well as from her awful
wounds, is beyond any question of
ex-th-
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Madrid, Sept. 27. The war office
today announces a complete success
in Morocco against
j of the maneuvers
the Moors. Nador and Zeluan have
occupied after a desperate fighting and the ring about Mr. Gurtiga is
now considered almost closed.
The
position of the Moors is desperate.
Kail Anias appeared before General
Marina asking terms of surrender for
tribes entrenched on Mt. Gurugu
j the
The result of the confer- yesterday.
ence is not known but it is believed
that the Moors are ready to surrender
on any terms. The success in Moroc-- !
co is regarded as of inestimable bene-- ;
fit to the government which is facing
an internal crisis,
Moorish Villages Aflame.
Alhucemas, Morocco, Sept. 27. The
'entire ccast line is illuminated by
the burning Moorish villages.
After the Spanish batteries silenced
the native artillery yesterday the infantry drove the Moors from their position.
Gave Praise to God.
Melilla. Sept. 27. A fake attack on
Zeluan by General Orozco made the
capture of Xador comparatively easy.
The defenses were razed and the town
was burned by the Spaniards. It is
now occupied by twenty thousand
Spanish troops. Religious
services
were held to celebrate the victory and
the soldiers were congratulated by
General Merina in person.
j
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ELKS THEATER
The

Streeter-Brya-

n

TONIGHT.

Musical Comedy
Company.

"Old King Kole" one of the brightest musical comedies produced today
will be given at the Elks theater
this evening by the Streeter-BryaMusical Comedy Company.
There
are eighteen musical numbers
including the novelties "Up in Dreamland." "The Dancing
Kangaroos,"
"The Kiddies" and others. Mr. Street-e- r
will be seen in the funny character
role of "Old King Kole." and Miss
Bryan as "Little Miss Mufiit." The
"Beauty Korus" will have plenty' of
pretty costumes and the performance
promises to be one of the finest ever
seen in the citv.
n
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Census Supervisor i'aul A. F. Walter
yesterday received his commission but
tin- preliminary office work will not b
taken up for some time yet, as the director of the census is first formulating a series of instructions for supervisors under which they will proceed.
Postmaster S. H. Grimshaw also received 1) is commission yesterday and
will take charge of trie office on October 1. Alfredo Hinojos. who will be
appointed assistant postmaster went
on duty today to familiarize himself
with the routine of the office.
More Trouble at Clovis.
The otfice of the territorial mounted police today received another hurry
call from Clovis through the territorial
cattle sanitary board which complains
that the federal officers are being in-- '
terefered with in examining horses for
the glanders and asking that mounted
to Curry'
policemen! be dispatched
county. Mounted Policeman W. E.
Dudley of Alamogordo, arrived at Santa Rosa today to take part in the investigation of the murder of a young
woman of Los Tanos. Trouble is also
looked for in the vicinity of the holdings of the Victorio Land and Cattle
Company and reports are expected
from that section by tomorrow. The
mounted police are also busy Investi
gating the horrible crime committed
near this city.
Incorporations.
Incorporation papers were filed today by the Deming Lumber Company
of Deming, Luna county. The capitalization is $25,000, divided into 250
shares. The incorporators and directors are : A. J. Clark, 10 shares;
John Corbet t, 10 shares; H. G. Bush,
200 shares; .1. A. Mahoney. 10 shares;
Joseph R. Waddill, 1 share, all of Deming.
The El Palacio Mercantile Company
of Las Vegas, San Miguel county, also
filed incorporation papers.
The capitalization is $100,000, divided into
shares. The incorporators and directors are: Patricio Sena, 1 share;
Charles L. Hernandez, 1 share; Gabriel
M. Montoya. 7 shares; Anastacio Rael
y Apodaca, 20 share.
District Court.
The fall term of the district court
has adjourned until October 18, but
Judge McFie is hearing cases without
jury during vacation.
Charged With Rebating.
H. C. Kelley, an insurance agent of
Las Vegas, is having a hearing today
before Insurance Commissioner Jacobo
Chaves on the charge of rebating a
policy of the Bankers' Reserve Life
Company, the policy being issued at
Roy, Mora count. R. C. Wilson of
this city, and George H. Hunker of
Las Vegas, are attorneys for the defendant. If the evidence is found sufficient, Kelley's license will be revoked.

BUSINESS MEN COMING
TO THE FRONT.
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Answered Questions of Reporter.
rAW afternoon a represent
Yestf
Upon being notified, Captain Fred
of the New Mexican called at
Fornoff of the mounted police, set out five
. : . i
1.
I.
j : . ji.
m .pierce, ule
with a party of men, including Sher- - "lc
the
Slsters
the girlowho
questioned
iff Charles Closson. going
to the
with nods of her head. She
place where the girl was found. Here
a search was made and later three was at the tinle perfectly conscious
and answered the questions in a man-bee- n
convicts, members of a gang that had
at lndlcated unquestionably
"er
at work on the Scenic Highway,
were placed under arrest, it being sus-- ( that she understood. She further
thaf nn. nf
wp the Peared anxious to answer the queseftions
at
and
times
made
pitieous
assailant. Judging from responses
made by the girl to a New Mexican forts to talk.
to the answers received
representative yesterday afternoon, j According
the officers are" very likely on the fhe had started out on last Tuesday
of a position and was on her
right track. The men arrested are
trusties. They are Gunderman, sent- way to the school located on the edge
enced for eighteen months from Daw- of town. She was assaulted near the
son, Colfax county, for assault, Thom- school house and by an American.
as Dauer, sentenced for two years The man was a big man with smooth
from Eddy county for cattle stealin?, face, and did not wear a large hat.
When asked if any one saw the man
and Pas Otero y Chavez, a twenty
year old boy, sentenced for life from who shot her she nodded her head
Lincoln county for murder. The men yes. Asked if they had attempted to
have been put through the third de-- 1 helu her- - she shook her head no. She
gree but so far no confession has .been did not know the man and thought him
made but the statements of each dif- to be a stranger in Santa Fe. Judgfer and the officers expect a confes- ing from the answers she gave it would
sion at almost any time. One of them appear almost certain that her assailwhen examined by Dr. Sloan had a ant was one of the gang of convicts at
number of black and blue bruises on work on the road and that other memhis shoulders and arms indicating bers of the gang witnessed the assault.
that he had been engaged in a strugBorn in California.
Miss Montgomery was born in Caligle with some one. The man ' however, asserted that on last Saturday fornia and was a graduate of the
he had engaged in a friendly wrest- Nachez Female College in 1894, where
ling match with a companion, this for two years she was a teacher. She
causing the marks. The doctor, how
ever, believes that the bruises were
(Continued oa Page Eight.)
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Inflam&hle Film Caught Fire

panic-stricke-

j

of Charity.
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Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 27 At least
fifty people were seriously injured and
several believed to be dead as the
result of an explosion shortly before
noon in the offices of the Columbian
Film exchange.
The walls of the
eight story building are bulging and
not an office escaped damage. The
police and firemen are now searching
the ruins for the dead and" injured.
The inflammable films became ignited
in an unknown manner and a terrific
followed.
Ambulances
explosion
were rushed to the scene immediately. Fire again broke out at 1:30 and
a second explosion is imminent.
It
is feared that the eight story building is about to collapse.
Heroic Elevator Boy.
Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 27. The ex
plosion came without warning. In a
moment the building was a blinding
mass of flames. The occupants ben
came
and rushed wild-- '
exits.
for
the
ly
Fighting madly they
broke down the screens around the
elevators begging the elevator boys
to save them. Roy Barclay, the elevator boy, made ten trips through the
flames before he was disabled. Seven
employes of the Columbia film exchange are unaccounted for.

i
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Bruised from head to
foot the young woman's tongue was
paralyzed from the effects of the bullet that penetrated near the root of
her tougue, preventing her from uttering any intelligible sound. Her
left eye and her right arm were also
paralyzed.
Conscious Part of Time.
Up to seven o'clock last night she
was conscious and was able to respond to questions by nodding her
head yes or no. Through the night,
however, she was totally unconscious
and this morning at five o'clock died.
An examination made by Dr. Sloan
disclosed the fact that her assailant
had failed in his original purpose and
that probably enraged at his failure
made use of the revolver, a thirty-tw-

earlier time than

hi-.h

"

HOME-SEEKER-

At Stanley, southern Santa Fe county, last week, a meeting of the Home-seekerAssociation was held to discuss ways and means to relieve the deplorable situation caused by the drouth
and crop failure this year. Messrs.
Martin, Woods and Stevens were appointed a committee to interview
President Taft at Albuquerque, on October 15 and to" law the situation before him so as to enlist his aid in securing free seed for spring planting
and government aid to bore an arte-io- n
well, or building irrigation works.
The committee is also to enlist the
aid of Delegate to Congress Andrews
and of Governor Curry from whom the
"following letter was received:
"Your letter in regard to meeting
3it Stanley on the 20th, at hand, and I
doubt very much if 1 will be able to
he with you. My eyes are troubling
me a great deal and I think I will be
compelled to stay in a dark room in
order to receive proper treatment. We
are hurrying work on the road to
and in a short time the engineer will take up the matter of employing men, and there will be a great
deal of work to do. I will see Delegate Andrews at Albuquerque and take
up with him the question of getting
seed from the department of agricul- ture. I will try and see the secretary
of agriculture next month with the
President, and do the very best I can
to get the seed.
"I have written the postmaster at
Stanley, who is also in the general
the needy and destitute people who are
unable to work, provisions not to exceed $100 worth, and send me the
Tiill for same. The late rains have
caused the grasses to grow and things
are looking brighter for the future
Any possible assistance I can extend tj
you will be done with great pleasure."

some

j

party, criminally assaulted the girl
after which the fiend shot her through
the back of the neck.
Superintendent J. V. Conway of
the public schools who1 came, to .the
bedside of the girl, identified her as
Miss Gertrude Montgomery, who had
come to Santa Fe last July to secure
a position as school teacher.
During August she attended the
teachers institute, obtained a teacher's certificate and was awaiting a
chance to secure a position.
Upon being brought to the hospital
the girl was given every possible attention by Dr. Sloan and the Sisters

On next Wednesday, September the
20th, at the Mother House of the Sis
ters of Loretto, at the town of Loretto,
Xerinx county,. Kentucky,, the golden
jubilee will be celebrated of both
Mother Francisca La my and of Mother
Perea. Mother Lamy is a. sister of J.
B. Lamy of Santa Fe, and a nice of the
late Archbishop Lamy. Mother Perea
is a descendant of the well known
Perea family of Bernalillo county.
Both sisters have for over forty years
been the very efficient and greatly beloved teachers of several generations
of young ladies at Loretto Academy of
Santa Fe. In the name of their innumerable, respectful and ever grateful friends the New Mexican begs to
offer its most respectful felicitations
to the venerable jubilarians.

Delegation Appointed to See President
Taft at Albuquerque Next
Month.

by

an

day.

n

FEARFUL EXPLOSION

MEETING OF

Santa Fe caused at

horribly shocked to learn of the
element in the
celebration and the eyes of millions are perpetration of a crime as brutal and
atrocious as has ever been recorded
turned to the sky above the tall in tlie criminal annals of any civilized
buildings where it is hoped to see community.
The revolting act was
Gleen H. Curtiss and Wilbur Wright, committed within two miles of the
in their flight before the day is over. heart of the city and in all probabilioccurred several days before the
All over the city codes of signal (lags ty
discovery was made.
will announce whether the flight is
Found By Martinez Boys.
possible and the time it is to be made.
At about seven
o'clock Sunday
Palisades Park, stretching 14 miles morning Mrs. .Mat las .Martinez wno
along the Jersey shore of the Hud- lives on Canon road this side of the
son above Fort Lee was dedicated to,w , in th
e reservoir
Governors
day.
Hughes of New yard to get some water observed the
York, and Fort, of Xew Jersey, were figure of a girl in the Arroyo Polay.
the principal speakers. At the close I'he girl was stooping over a small
of the ceremonies, the monument of stream of water attempting to scoop
Henry Hudson, cn Spuyten-Duyvi- l
up some water in her hands. Sudden
Hill in Bronx, was dedicated by Gov- ly she toppled over and lay still. At
ernor Hughes.
Mayor McClellan, this Mrs. Martinez called her two
Archbishop Farley and General Stew- boys who rushed to the side of the
art L. Woodford also spoke. Adverse girl and carried her into the house
winds made certain that, the race for where she was given a cup of coffee.
dirigible balloons from Xew York to The clothing of the girl was badly
Albany for a ten thousand dollar torn, in parts almost to shreds, and
prize would not be started today.
blood bespattered her face and some
of her clothing.
The city marshal was at once notiSANTA FE SISTERS
CELEBRATE GOLDEN JUBILEE. fied and the girl was taken to St.
Vincent's Sanitarium where Dr. J. B.
was called.
Exercises Take Place at the Mother Sloan
Miss
Gertrude Montgomery.
House on Wednesday at Loretto,
It was discovered that an attempt

ten days'fef constant

going.

of

Generous

Support

Ball Team

Assetg, Production, Expenditures Ought to Be

Beinn Given Base
Contribu-

tions Anticipated.

The committee that Is calling on
the business men and office holders of
the city in the interest of the Salmon
base ball team, soliciting subscriptions
New York, Sept 27. The Mining to defray the expense of
having the
and Metallurgical Society of America, team go to El Paso an, represent Sanhas accepted an official opinion of ta Fe in the grand base ball tourna- what annual reports of mining com- nient in October, is meeting with grat-- i
So far nearly every
ifying success.
panies should contain which would one who has been
approached has at
safeguard investors. The report de- once contributed liberally and if those
clares that every mining company who are yet to be called upon respond
should publish a report within ninety in like manner it will be an assured
days of the end of the fiscal year, fact that Santa Fe will be well represented at Albuquerque by a team that
containing tabulated statements of can get away
with the goods. It is to
the work accomplished, expenditures be hoped that
enough pride will be
and receipts from the beginning, shown by the merchants who have not
marketable products each year, sums yet responded so jtiiat the base ball
received for the sale of the same, net committee will be "able to raise the
earnings and disposition of the same, 'entire amount of money necessary. So
it also calls for a review of the work far the following have contributed: .
X. Salmon,
with a statement of assets and liabilGovernor Curry,
$25;
ities showing all the details of the $25; Nathan Jaffa, $25; J. M. Raynolds,
capitalization of the company, a state- $25;T. B. Catron, $25; .J. R. McFie,
ment of the ore received and a compe- $2a; Frank Owen, $10; John March,
tent estimate of the mine.
$10; H. B. Cartwright, $10; Charlea
Closson, $10; Xew Mexican Printing
WAR DEPARTMENT
Company, $5; Robert Ervien, $5; L. A.
ASKED FOR AID. Hughes, $5; J. D. Sena, $5; Henry
Krick, ?5; Frank N tiding, $5; C. W.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 27. The Dudrow, $5; Captain Brooks, $5; Harry
war department has been asked to ren- Clancy, $5; E. C. Burke, $5;
Captain
der aid to the flood sufferers of Louisi- Fornoff, $5; Charles V. Safford, $5; V.
ana and Mississippi.
L. Sullivan, $5; G. H. VanStone, $5.

Stated.

i
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WATERMELON SONG.
the days are hot and drowsy
And the corn is burnt and frowsy,
And the clover heads are wiltins in
tile sun,
And you do not feel like working
And you find excuse for shirking
Half the daily little tasks that
should be done.
A

AVhen

there's nothing in creation
That can equal the temptation
Of a sphere of emerald green before
you laid.,
And a seat upon the

,

KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

If you're interested in sports you're sure to be interested in stylish clothes: you'll meet men who dress well, and want the best.
AVe can't do better for you, nor for
ourselves, than to get you into
Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes; and that's better than anyone else
can do for you.
All wool fabrics, perfect tailoring, correct styles.
Suits, $22.50, $25. no, $27.50, $:;ij.()0 and SIJS.OO.
This store is the home of Hart, Shaffner & Marx.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 10s
In

BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

So-nor-

CALL AND SEE THEM
POBox

's

Santa Fe.

FOR

219.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

TRYLOUR

l

On notes, diamonds

store

BULL'S EYE or

San Antonio, Texas, Sept. 2?. That
the Yaqui Indians of the state of
Mexico, have been heard of as
being on the war path for the last
time seems now certain. According
to Art tiro Morales, a large land owner in that state, the Yaqui Indian has
begun to realize that he has been
foolish in drawing the wrath of
rurales and from now on
they will only be heard of as good
Mexicans. They had proven to the
But all life is joy and sorrow,
fullest extent that the only good InHere today and gone tomorrow
dian was a dead one and now seeing,
Are the lovers and the friends
to that, after all, it is best to fall in
whom we cling,
line with the white man they hope to
Youth must pass with all its roses, live on good terms with him in the
Age will come and pinch our noses,
future.
Telling us that time is always on the
ARCHAEOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES
wing!
IN TEOTIHUACAN DISTRICT.
But when summer from her coffers
Such a priceless jewel offers
Extensive Terraces That Once SurAs a melon with a film of dew o'erlaid,
rounded the Sun and MysterThen you feel at least one pleasure
ious Chambers.
Has been left to you to treasure,
And it's eating watermelon in the
San Antonio, Texas, Sept. 27. Exshade.
ploration in the district of Teotihuacan has brought to light extensive
New York Times.
terraces forming part of a series of
Another Daylight Robbery at Las these structures once surrounding the
enpyramid of the sun. Hitherto un- Vegas On Saturday, a burglar
tered the residence of Mrs. Henry known chambers were also found. The
discoveries made are claimed
to
Chapman at Las Vegas and after
the whole house, took with have considerable archaeological
him a box of jewelry, articles of
clothing and some fruit out of the
MEXICAN ARISTOCRATS NOT
pantry.
Atrocious Murder Near Santa Rosa
PLEASED WITH DIAZ.
Miss Sallie Hatton, the eighteen
year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. He Said:. "Men Never Kneel Before
C. Hatton of Los Tanos, was crimHim," and They Thought the
inally assaulted and murdered while
Sentiment Too Democratic.
on her way home from Santa Rosa to
Los Tanos on Saturday.
San Antonio. Tex.. Sept. 27. Por- firio Diaz, president of the Mexican
republic and the man about, whom
WILL SHOW JOURNALISTS
more
contradictory stories have been
A GOOD TIME.
published than any other man alive,
Texas Newspapers
Men Will Take figures in a very favorable light in a t
Ktorv now miikim 1lip rnnnfk nf thai
Care of Their Brethren TravMexican
press. Among those who were
eling With Taft.
present in the National Palace on the
San Antonio, Texas. Sent. 27. This recent anniversary of the President's
city's news promoters are hard at birthday was a small Mexican boy of
work cudgeling their brains how it humble parentage who had been desigto recite a poem. When the lad
will be possible to make an
impres nated
sion on the august members of the had finished he kneeled before the
profession who are just now making chief executive as he very likely had
the swing over the country with Big been instructed to do. President Diaz
Bill.
Of course, the scribes in the rose quickly from his chair, took the
train of the chief executive will share lad by the hand and said: "Men
in every honor and spread
never kneel before men."
when Bill strikes this burg, but beIt is said that the incident created
ing sort o' clannish, the loyal idea a great stir among the functionaries
shapers want to have the boys to of the state and a number of rich Mexthemselves for a little while. If there icans who were present. Notwithis no other way to accomplish this, standing the fact that Mexico is a rethan a 2:30 banquet will be scraped public its upper classes have protogether, although subscriptions have nounced aristocratic tendencies and
been slow in coming in lately and ad- -' to them the action of the President is
vertising is not what it ought to be. said to have been very distasteful.

heart is touched with sadness
For your boyhood's vanished gladness,
And the little grave among the willows
made,
And perhaps a tear may flavor
With a sad and salty savor
That slice of watermelon in the
shade.
And your

MENS OG FASHION WBNT HART
SCHAFHNER & MARX CLOTHES

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

If you wantSa gocd pair of Slices
for the bey try a pair of

Rurales.

of beads.

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

FROM

Koster-litzci'-

neck-instea- d

-- S6.00

4.00

PRICES

& CO.

STRIPLING-BURORW-
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WE HAVE THEM

eat the luscious slices,
Sweet as honey, cool as ices,
You remember how you used to string YAQUIS WILL BE
GOOD MEXICAN IN FUTURE.
the seeds.
Black as jet and brightly shining,
They Realize That They Were Foolish
In a necklace long entwining
s
to Draw Wrath of
For your childish sweetheart's

As you

COM.

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

Restorative

in

BHQS.

iwwi

1

Dr. Shoop's

grasses

When a cooling zephyr passes
While you eat your watermelon,
the shade.

SELIGlfll

Stomach trouble is but symptom of. and not
In itself a true disease. We think of Dyspepsia,
Heartburn, and Indigestion as real diseases, yet
they are symptoms only of a certain specific
Nerve sickness nothing else.
It was this fact that iirst correctly led Dr. Shoop
In the creation of that now very popular Stomach
Remedy Dr. Snoop's Kestorative.
Going direct
to the stomach nerves, alone brought that success
Dr.
and
his Restorative. Withand favor to
Shoop
out that original and highly vital principle, no
uch lasting accomplishments were ever to be had.
For stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, bad
breath and sallow complexion, try Dr. Shoop's
Tablets or Liquid and see for your,
Restorative
self what it can and will do. We sell and cheer-Jull-y
recommend

Oh,
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Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS
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International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
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Flour, Hay,
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100 lbs Pansy Flour
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"
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"
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Bobolink

50 "

"

1.65
$3.20

:

1.60

:

Pit
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Cash

register tickets
with all cash purchases.

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
All persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
entitled to have a pair of trousers pressed free of
charge.

Ladies

&

Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

The Goldberg
PHONK

Cleaning and Pressing Establishment

203

BLACK

208 WEST

PALACE AVE."
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St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
dbye?hId

christian brothers

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

Courses

comrcanltVfTcrary
Academic and
Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Send for Prospectu.

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

j

$100 Reward $100.

CALL AJID SEE FOR YOURSELF
I

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

The readers of this paper vill be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
a constitutional diseasefl requires
a constitutional treatment. Hall's Ca- tarrh Cure is takeD internally, acting
directly upon toe blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby - destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of
be-iii- g
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Take Hall's Family Pills for
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"
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Talcum
Squibbs
PHARMACY
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Why not let us route you to good
health.
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Powder

Talcum Powder Made
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Fe Readers Future Trouble.
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j the
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Leadville
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Boston
Xew York, sole agents for the United,
companies. Tablet called Preventics is being of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumake the mining combination one dispensed by druggists everywhere.
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matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'
Remember the name -- Doan's and strong enough to make this camp a In a few hours, Preventics are said
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take no other.
And Grande
to break any cold completely.
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HARD TO REALIZE.
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cause on or before the fifteenth day of
When we see a circus advertised November, A. D. 1909, judgment will
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by
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Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opala,
Agricultural
more than we have seen before. This
Hanna & Wilson, Santa Fe, New
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
year, as each past year, Campbell Mexico, are attorneys for the plaintiff.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
Brothers have added attractions and
Ih witness whereof I have hereunto
surprises for the public, found and per- set my hand and seal of said court at
fected only by great labor, patience Santa Fe, New Mexico, this 9th day
EOSWELL-TORRANC- E
and skill, till one may say, "I never of September, A. D. 1909.
such things possible." Xew (Seal.)
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Full equipment of modern Cars In feats of bareback riding and all the flavored amber colored cup of coffee
Shortest route between Roswelland service securing comfort to passen rest too numerous to mention. One can be had and without the real
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous and expert Chauf must actually see to appreciate and coffee danger, or damage to health
of the finest
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Valley
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dally
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Rock
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Test it and see.
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fulness unto dentil were given inciA TORNEYS AT LAW.- FRANK P. STURGES- PAUL A. F. WALTER
dentally lately jr. the death of men
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an attorney
George H. Hunker,
from las Vegas, is in town lodking
LAUNDRY
after legal matters. He is quartered
WORK
at the Palace.
A. Mennett, the grocery salesman
Send Your lannd-- y to the
of Las Vegas, was here on Saturday
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
for a brief visit, leaving Saturday
at Alhn o nom
nu
,
-night for his home
.tjut,
w. W. Kendall of Bowling Green, .Basket leaves
Two years of handling of this well knovn brand
Tuesday '
Ky., is visiting his parents, Col. and Returns Frirlnc
' The Crown" brand of
high gride silk petty-coats- ,
Mrs. Kendall at the national cemeterv Apc-ivrrifor
satisfies
us
we
that
SaQta
Fe
coujd secure nothing
at
Kerr
lodge, west of town.
& op;
we
better
that
could
T
offer
U
with
Pniltt-nMnil
continence.
In.
fieriIU."-- '
VJi
LI.
" J
l. II UMll
day received his transfer from the P. 0. BROWN,
We
Phone No 122
have them in staple color?, two grades
railway mail service to a clerkship
3 50 and b50.
Agent.
in the local postofflce.
Rfd
H. F. Robinson, of the U. S. Indian
Do not fail to see our line of
boys suits and
service, with headquarters at Albuschool shoes.
querque, is in town with his wife.
They are guests at the Claire.
Rayor A. Prentice, register of the
federal land office at Tucumcari, is a
visitor in Santa Fe, with the intention
of consulting with Governor Curry.
THE LEADING
Rev. J. B. Gallaway, who has been
temporarily presiding as pastor of the
local Presbyterian church, left this
morning for bis home at Paterson,
New Jersey.
Mr. J. R. Townsend, an attorney at
Santa Fe,
N. IV?.,
law from Xew York City, has arrived
in Santa Fe with his family and has
rented one of the Ellis cottages on
Chappelle street.
THE
. Green
cf Gallup,
CaptainJohn
now of Los Angeles, and formerly of
this city, was a visitor in Albuquerque yesterday. Mrs. Green and daugh23E3
ter have just returned to Gallup frcrni
a visit to San Francisco.
Miss Wolf, an expert milliner from
the east will arrive in Santa Fe tor.mri ar.
iMIIuaiJL.JUlMg
PATENT FLOUR
morrow and take charge of the trimming department of the La Moda
IS BEST beo.useit
millinery store of which. Mrs. Baca
gives the bes r.sults in
and Mrs. Byrd are the proprietors.
&
bread and pastry of ar,y
Mateo Lujan, assistant in the office
of Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien,
nour you cm buy.
has returned from Clayton and Las
Vegas. Mr. Lujan says that the fair
at Clayton this year was a great sue
contains more Gluten
cess, especially in its display of dry
wh'ch is the very Ufa ot
farming products.
Mrs. A. J. Chapman of Staunton, Va.,
tin wheas, and which
but until recently of this city where
makes the bread nu iritinns
Some fine ranch property close in
Captain Chapman was custodian of the
and
WHOLESOME
national cemetery, had the misfortune
last week to fall down a stairway and
BEFORE INVESTING YOUR MONEY CONSULT
lS
injuring her head so that it took thirCteen stitches to sew the scalp.
vitally
General Charles F. Easlev of this
1 19 SAN FRANCISCO STREET,
feature BOSS
PHONE
city, Howell Earnest and District AtNtw MEXICO.
RED 1RQ
ht,
enti-re'- y
PATENT
FLOUR
is
torney 0. W. Toombs were among
the passengers for Socorro yesterday
f ree from CELLULOSE
to attend the opening of the fair. A
the
indigestible element
committee consisting of District Clerk
of .the wheat.
W. D. Newcomb, Captain M. Cooney.
T. J. Mathews, Doctor Maes, Jose
B
Aragon, Jesus Garcia and Harry Bout-weu came as far as Albuaueraue yes
terday to escort to Socorro Governor
and Mayor Sena.
J. R. Townsend, an attorney .from
New York, arrived in Santa Fe last
night accompanied by his family. He
win remain in the city some time in
order that his wife's health may be
DlGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.
benefited. At present they are guests
at' the Palace, but will take up their
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THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

ThePioneer Life Insurance
of the Southwest

Co.,
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Manager for New Mexicc.
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Great Big Days
29th Annual New Mexico Fair
Resources Exposition
OCTOBER

11-l- fi

Mm

1

THE GREAT GAME OF PUSH BALL ON HORSEBACK
THE GREA P SOUTHWESTERN MARATHON RACE
THE GREAT NAT REISS CARNIVAL COMPANY
The Great Strobel Airship

Best Flour

in Daily Flights

HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
ALL KINDS OP EXHIBITS

SPECIAL EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
President

H. C. YQNTZ

DIAMONDS
RIGHT PRICES
RIGHT GOODS
RIGHT SERVICE
146

JOHN B.'.HcHAKUS,

4:.aa.xiictari at

MEXICAN
"

FILIGREE

Secrelarj.

WATCHES
Eyes Tested and

Fitted

'wJEWERELY

By

Method

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE.
San Franclaco, Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

The Valley Rlaneh

Have you vlsijed the VALt,KY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded at
great expense and offer the test of home comforts with solenoid board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout cntch on the Pecos this jear was
made by a Santa Ve man at t VALLEY RANCH? The fishing season
closts
October 15th.
A ie you aware that the grouse1 and quail season opens Oct.
1st., deer Oct
15th.,? A 11 game plentiful around VALLEY RANCH this Year,
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH nas the best tennis court and
dancing floor In the territory.
ua.a.

J- -

F. MILLER, Mgr.

A..

THE RACKET STORE,

-

SANTA PE

U. S. CAVALRY MANEUVERS

W. G. TIGHT,

iiroer

H.SJ

and

iLBUQUERQUE

--

U IrLfomaation.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M

jjOSS

EAL ESTATE
LIFE

SURETY BOND

FIRE INSURANCE

c
3

HAVE A FINE LINE
OF CITY PROPERTY
FOR SALE AND RENT

It

ALSO
O

Another

WATSON & COMPANY

Drink

UiSJUKGO.
"OH

!!.

Pabst

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic
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WHY DOES FAIR

exico Central Railroad; Timz Table

flew

l.v

780
600
602
3.700
1563

7,349

Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witu the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in tb eWest," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents all steamship
lines.
Information gladly furnished.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passen ger Agent
Laughlin Bldg.

St, Louis Rocky

Pacific

Railway

1,

4

Comoany.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
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OUT
RHEUMATISM

BOOST BABIES?

Woman Demands That Prizes Be Giv
en Mothers Having Nicest
Children.
San Aantonio, Sept. 27. Raco sui
cide does not seem to have many ad
herents in these parts. By neglect or
design the International Fair Associa
tion has failed to insert the usual baby
show in this year's program. The result was the following letter to the
man on the carpet of a prominent local
daily:
'Why is it that the fair management
so persistently discriminate against
us? The cows, the sheep, the pigs and
the hens are all boosted by the fair
and all will attend while their twins
and triplets are much admired and
often draw blue ribbons. But there is
not a prize in the whole catalog for
the woman who has the finest and the
biggest and the best crop of all the
other youngsters. Xow we want you
to take this matter up and try to in
duce the fair managers to offer a prize
to the woman who on 'Old Timer's
Day," comes in with eight or ten young
ones trailing alon behind her."
There is every reason to believe that
the International Fair Association will
now see its way clear to offer prizes
for "the finest, the biggest and the best
crop of all the other youngsters." In
the meantime this country epistolary
literature has been enriched consid
erably.

Rheumatism Is due to an excess of uric acid, an irritating, inflammatory
accumulation, which get3 into the circulation because of weak kidneys,
constipation, indigestion, and other physical irregularities which, are usually
considered of no importance. Nothing applied externally can ever reach
the seat of this trouble; the most such treatment can do is sootne tne pains
temporarily; while potash and other mineral medicines really add to the
acidity of the blood, and this fluid therefore continually grows more acrid
and vitiated. Then instead of nourishing the different muscles and joints,
keeping them in a normally supple and elastic condition, it gradually hardens
and stiffens them by drying up the natural oils and fluids. Rheumatism can
never be cured until the blood is purified. S. S. S. thoroughly cleanses and
renovates the circulation by neutralizing the acids and driving the cause
from the system. It strengthens and invigorates the blood so that instead
of a sour, weak stream, depositing acrid and painful corrosive matter in
the muscles, joints and bones, it nourishes the entire body with pure, rich
S. S. S. contains no potash,
blood and permanently cures Rheumatism.
alkali or other harmful mineral, but is made entirely of roots, herbs and
barks of great purifying and tonic properties. Book on Rheumatism and
any medical advice free to ail who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.

m

p. m
p. m
p. m
p. m
p. m
p ra
p. m
p. ra

Pittsburg

105

APPLE EXPLAINED.
Production Has Fallen From 67,070,000
Barrels in 1896 to 28,000,000
This Year.
Spokane, Wash., Sept. 27. -O- rchard-ists
all over the continent will be interested in the research work just
completed by Ren H. Rice, secretary-manage- r
of the National Apple Show,
"wild
Inc., showing that the
apple" or "wild crab," from which
many ot the present standard commercial varieties have sprung, were wayward descendants of trees originally
imported from England and other foreign countries in the 18th century.
Mr. Rice has compiled data, tracing
the seeds from their habitat in foreign
soils to these shores, also the wandering of the trees from the path of
reverting to savagery and
then brought to the present day perfection, as to color, size and flavor,
after years of toil and study. Of the
contributary factors he says that the
process of cultivation was not of sufficiently long duration nor was it complete, and, as a consequence, after a
few years' neglect, it was natural for
the fruit to return to its normal state.
d
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Frequently these settlements were for weeks, says J. J. Firstone of Al-- ;
Chicago at Washington.
the
outposts of civilization, situated as legan, Mich. "They are certainly a
St. Lo is at Boston.
Detroit at New York.
tney were on tne very edge ot tne fine article for biliousness." For sale
wilderness and, in the course of a few by all druggists.
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
rank weeds pushed their heads
years,
Western League.
Pueblo at Wichita .
through the rotted boards and logs,
pine, hemlock and maple growths
Denver at Topeka.
sprung up in the clearings and wild
Sioux City at Omaha.
TO
Lincoln at, Des Moines.
things scampered unmolested over the
ruins, which were rapidly accumulatYESTERDAY'S GAMES.
California, Arizona, New
National League.
ing moss and lichens. In a word, the
wilderness had' stretched forth its Mexico, Mexico the North- Chicago 3; Boston 2.
hands and claimed its own.
Cincinnati 4, 3; New York 7, 0.
j
west, etc.
The young orchards, which, with
St.
0.
3,
Louis
1;
1,
Brooklyn
One way Colonist Tickets on sale
the poplars and other trees, served as
Western League.
daily September 15 to October 15,
were quickly surround- 1908
Des Moines 4; Lincoln 0.
inclusive.
Accepted in tourist
ed and outstripped in growth by the
Pueblo 1, 2; Topeka 8, G.
on payment of Pullman fare.
sleepers
native woods, the tangled underbrush
Sioux City Omaha game tie.
Only a few points shown below.
choked the tender trees and the fruit
Wichita 5, 4; Denver, 4, 5.
For fares to other points and infor-- j
reverted to the wild and free manner matlon about the liberal stop-ovPacific Coast League.
TO THE EAST & NORTH
priv-- I
of the pigeon-berr- y
and beechnut.
San Francisco 13; Oakland 3.
write of see
accorded,
ileges
phone,
''Wild apples," so called, had a peNow in effect Via
Los Angeles 4; Portland 3.
me.
culiar charm of their own, largely be- '
Vernon 3, 6; Sacramento 0, 3.
cause of their spicy flavor. Though Los Angeles .
Louisville 0, 3; Kansas City 5, 5.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
barred from the tables of gentle folk San Francisco .
0.
St.
1,
Paul
5;
0,
Indianapolis
00
and the marts of trade, they were San Diego .
Toledo 2, 10; Minneapolis 3, 2.
.
Pasadena
Columbus 9, 5; Milwaukee 10, 3.
sought by fully as interesting if less
E. P. & S.
The blanketed Sacramento . .
exacting consumers.
Best Treatment Tor a Burn.
reds used them as staples of diet and San Jose . ....
If for no other reason, Chamber- the pioneers of the backwoods and the Santa Barbara .
A. N. BROWN
For fulJ particulsrs,
A.-- K,
& 8, W.
Salve should be kept in every frontiersmen often stepped off the Fresno
P.
P.
lain's
U,
Address
Kl HasoTexa9.
household on account of its great trails to obtain a store. The settlers
Tickets aufj sleedirg car space
value in the treatment of burns. It of more peaceful days found them a
be had by app'yine to
allays the pain almost instantly, and pleasant surprise in a zone not prolific may
unless the injury is a severe one, of friuts, and bear, raccoon and porcu
H. S. LUTZ.
heals the parts without leaving a scar. pine also knew them as an excellent
This salve is also unequaled
for preparation for the long sleep of
Santa Fe,
capped hands, sore ninnies and dis winter.
eases of the skin. Price 25 cents.
N. Mex- When the yeomen returned from the
For sale by all druggists.
wars to resume the cultivation of the
soil, many farmers set themselves to
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
redomesticatiug the apple and in this
CHEAP EXCURSIONS TO
Connection made witti Automobile entered the
process of selection and
line at Torrance for Roswell daily,
as practiced by the foremost
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- repection
and botanists of the presnomologists
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
ent
were cleared of the
Trees
via
day.
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Rosunderbrush
and
and scions
pruned,
New Mexico Central Railroafl
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arMontana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The were developed and pruned in turn, unfare between Santa Fe and Torrance til after much patient toil, as long in
Sipt 15 th to 20th 1909
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and duration as the period of retrogression
Chautauqua Meeting $16.10
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- had been, the wild fruit once again
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard, became the apple of civilization and
Good returning Sept, 23rd.
with this came its development as a
manager, ' Automobile Line.
commercial product, which is destined
Octooerl5tn and I6ih
so far as the northwestern states and
SEALED PROPOSALS.
Via
Meeting of Presidents
Sealed proposals will be received by provinces are concerned, to rank with
the Board of County Commissioners of the wheat industry in a very few
Taft and Diaz $13.40
Santa Fe County, at the office of the years.
Gnod returning Oct 18th
Mr. Rice shows in his compilation of
Probate Clerk up to noon the ninth day
of October, 1909, for the healing, plum- data, bearing on the growing of comNovember 1st. to 7th.
bing and electric wiring of the court mercial apples, that the industry has
El
Paso Fair and
with
not
now
the
in
house
Increase popunder construction. Plans
kept pace
Still in effect to all
and specifications can be seen at the ulation in the United States and Canoffice of the probate clerk, or I. H. & ada, from the fact that the entire crop
Exposition $13.40
points.
W. M. Rapp & Co., 'architects, also this year, estimated at 28,000,000 barGood returning Nov. 8th
at the building. Seperate proposals rels, is many barrels less than the proFor farther Information make inquiry of
will be received on each.
Address all duction in 1890. when growers in the
Train arrives in El Paso
to
bids
W.
United
States
W.
D.
harvested
&
8
07,070,000.
George
T.
F.
P.
or
EI
a.
Armijo,
probate
A.
m. In time for good day
SHEA,
McBRIDE, Agent,
F
'
Twenty-seveclerk.
million barrels of apSight-seein- g.
SANTA FE. N. M.
I. SPARKS,
ples were harvested in the United
P. LYNG,
Chairman Board County
States last year.
City Freight & Passenger Agent
The explanation of this condition
9

i'
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SEPTEMBER 27, 1909.

INSPECTS FORT SAM HOUSTON.
San Antonio, Tex., Sept. 27. General Franklin Bell, chief of staff of the
United States army, arrived in this
city Wednesday to inspect Fort Sam
Houston.
Forts Bliss, Mcintosh and
Clark have already been inspected by
him. It is understood that the depart
ment authorities will ask him to aid
n an effort to get appropriations bad
ly needed at the post. The constant
growth of the garrison has made the
acquisition of more ground for drilling
purposes imperative.
The New Mexican Printing Com
pany has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.

FRATERNAL

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.

HOW THEY STAND.

National League.
Won.

j

lies scattered over the broad acres in
the New England, eastern and middle-wester- n
states, where apple orchards,
never resarded as serious features of
the farms, have fallen easy prey to
neglect and resultant pests. In many
instances the trees have been felled to
supply manufacturers with materials
while in other localities entire or
chards have been chopped out to afford
room for more profitable crops.
As there is no substitute for the ap
pie this would mean nothing less than
a famine were it not for the orchards
in the west, where an immense terri
tory has been dedicated to fruit pro
duction, and with the millions of trees
planted annually will make this the
orchard country of the world.
"The lands already planted in Wash
ington, Idaho, Oregon, Montana and
the province of British Columbia
should produce a crop of apples in 1915
equal to the production of the United
States in 1890," said Mr. Rice in dis
cussing the outlook, "and at that there
will never be an overproduction. From
that time on with orchards in other
western and southwestern states, including California, Colorado; Texas,
Nevada, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico,
Wyoming and the Dakolas, there
should be a definite increase every season, until the apple becomes the every
day fruit and food of the people, instead of a luxury, as it appears to be
today in view of the underproduction
and hih prices.
"The question of how the demands
of the people for fruit can be met will
have a prominent place at the informal
discussion in Spokane next November,
I believe this is a timely subject for
inquiry and that it ranks in importance
with the facts presented recently re
garding our forests and iron ore de
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soul, than all the wealth and learning
A. L. MORRISON.
his eyes glowed like coals in their
pulchres full of dead men's bones.
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SELF-INKIN-

i

1-

Cures Biliousness, Sick

Headache, Sour Stomach. Torpid Liver and

c

V.i:n?r!Sr

,

OHIHO

Laxative Fruit Syrop
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGIST'S.

Cleanses the

system

Clears
thoroughly and
.
,
sauow complexions OX
pimples and blotches,
.

...im

It

guaranteed

the greatest anxiety that Christians
everywhere should have is to secure
thls life for every' relative they have
In the world and to assist in sending
the same blessing to all the inhabit
i ants of the earth-- '
I
As the roots and trunk and
branches and leaves and blossoms
and all the forces of the tree work

cents;

2,
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
Tomorrow morning at S
j Fourchegu.
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
o'clock
will be taken to the
1909.
the
X.
25,
M.,
body
Santa Fe,
Sept.
Maximum temperature, 74 degrees Cathedral from where the funeral will
at :::40 p. m Minimum temperature, take place. Interment will be made
The deceased had no
45 degrees, at 5:50 a. m. Mean temper- - at Rosairo.

3E- -

PHONE
NO. 92.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 27.
Forecast for New Mexico: Fair
tonight with warmer weather
north portion. Tuesday increas-

KUHNERS

ing cloudiness.

fkf ant

U. S. Commissioner Resigns U. S.
Commissioner A. E. Goahes at Tula-rosa- ,

Otero county, has resigned.
Tonight "Old King Kole" At the
Elks theater, a great Musical Comedy

JUST RECEIVED

n

matter with Senr Kraut

tliii

&

Spare

fita

For Your Saturday Dinner We Have Them

SURD'S

HONE

NO. 92.

CASH

4

No

MARKET

Grocery

PHONE
NO. 92.

No.

2

1-- 2

er cent COUPONS

1--

4

2

Per cent

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

FURRIER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED

,

F

GORMLEY

SANTA FE. N.

M.

panic-stricke-

J

.

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

FRANK

-

,

Artistic Taxidermy arjrJ Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for price for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Phone black

Jersey City, X. J., Sept. 27. Fifteen
children were badly, and one fatally
injured at St. Anthony Polish school
today. The fire was caused by bombs
exploded in the street by celebrating
Italians. The children thought the
school was being dynamited and became
many
being
knocked down and trampled until
their pressure burst the door open.

rnn

Phone No.4

Every Description of work in our line done to order

436 Canon foad
19

and One May Die Caused by
Italians Celebrating.

'

2

F. Andrews,

.4.

n

Fifteen Children Were Badly Injured

Da-vie- s,

Come in and ask about the Coupon system which
saves you 2
percent in addition to our low prices.
1--

CITY.

j

On October 1st our contract with our present baker terminates; after
v.hich date our bakery will be improved to the highest standard of excellence.
We have procured the services of the best baker that Denver afforded and
the best that money would secure. We are going to give the people of Santa
Fe bakery goods that will be equal to anything produced anywhere. We will
increase in size and grsatly improve on quality, All we ask is a chance
to "show you."

2

also taught for three years at Stanton
College.
She was about five feet six inches,
weighed 120 pounds and was decidedly
pretty, having a wealth of. reddish-browhair. Her disposition was at all
times amiable and she made many
friends while here attending the normal institute.
When she came- tO 'Santa Fe and entered the normal school she gave her
and as reference
age as thirty-fiv- e
gave the name of W. H. Polk. 1119
White street. Shreveport, La.
A dispatch was received
by Prof.
Woods this afternoon from W. H. Polk
as follows:
"Prepare remains for shipment.
Mother and sisters will arrive on first
train. Walter Polk."
From this is it understood that her
mother and sisters will reach here on
the noon train tomorrow.
.Similar Case at Santa Rosa.
It is a
that a similar
case of assault and murder occurred
Saturday near Santa Rosa, when Sal-li- e
Hatton a young lady of Los Tanos
was brutally attacked and murdered.
Yesterday three suspects were arrested on 'circumstantial evidence. Two
have been able to prove alibis but
the third Robert- Hogins is still being held. "Hogins is a bookkeeper at
the Wise dry goods store at Santa
Rosa and is said to have waited on
Miss Hatton when she made her purchases prior to returning to her home.

(

Bakery

g

PANIC IN PAROCHIAL
SCHOOL AT JERSEY

from Page One.)

Musiproduced by Hie Streeter-Bryacal Comedy Co.
Don't Fall to See the Streeter-BryaMusical Co. in "Old King Kole" at
the Elks theater tonight, 25, 35 and 50
cents.
Repairing Hotel O. C. Watson &
Company, agents for the Claire hotel, FOURTH OF JULY
COMMITTEE REPORTS. ANNUAL CONVENTION
are today having the outside of the
OF NATIONAL GUARD.
building repainted, which will add
Returned Part of Subscriptions and
much to the appearance of the same.
Representatives of Militia From All
Still Has Balance for Next
New Cashier R. H. Collier has reOver United States Gather at
Celebration.
Year's
signed as cashier of the State Nation
Los Anneles.
al Bank at Albuquerque and will be
1909.
X.
27,
M.,
Santa
Sept.
Fe,
a
for
succeeded by J. B. Herndon.
Goldfleld,
Nev.,
Sept. 27 The
mer cashier and one of the founders To the Editor of the New Mexican:
twelfth annual convention
of the
of the bank.
The Fourth of July committee re- American Mining Congress was called
LinCommissioned Postmaster at
to order late this afternoon, the mornport as follows:
coln Miss Mary Walter has been
ing being spent by the delegates visitReceipts.
commissioned postmaster at Lincoln,
ing .the plants of the Goldfleld Consoli&
B.
Bro.,
H.
X. Salmon,
Cartwright
Lincoln county. New fixtures are bedated Company. There is considerable
Win. Gregg, J. Hample, H. Kirck, F. talk
ing ordered for the posloffice.
anions the delegates concerning
"
Fall Buys Bunch of Cattle Former Andrews, S. F. Water & L Co., Miss the federal bureau of mines which the
Attorney General A. B. Fall has Mugler, J. Weluuer, S. F. Harware & congress has advocated for years.
bought the James O. Nabours ranches S.
Hardware Co., J. S.
Co., Wood-Dnvi- s
and a bunch of 600 cattle on the east
SLIGHT EARTHQUAKE
H.
A.
Brodhead, Charles
side of the San Andreas mountains in Candelario,
FELT IN ST. LOUIS. MINING CONGRESS
Rene-han,
Haspelmath. J. H. Gerdes. A. B.
Socorro county.
CONVENES AT GOLDFIELD.
&
Lucero
A.
Staab.
T.
Gorrick,
Fair Weather to Continue The IT.
M. Anaya & People as Far South as Cairo AwakenJ.
Leo
Hersch,
Pacheco,
S. weather bureau
predicts fair
ed by the Tremblor But No
Los Angeles,' Cal., Sept. 27. Deles
Co., Fischer
weather in the north portion. The Co., Stripling-BurrowWas Done.
to the annual convention of the
Damage
e
gates
twenty-fivLacome.
J.
E.
Co.,
minimum yesterday was 44 degrees, Drug
national
25.00
guard of the United States
$1
on Saturday 45 degrees.
The maxi- subscriptions at $5 each
in Earth Crust.
were welcomed today by Governor
Settling
A.
Massie
J.
Dr.
mum yesterday was 66 degrees on Seligman Bros.,
St. Louis, Sept. 27. A settlement Gillet. The report of the executive
9.00
and H. C. Yontz, each $3 . . .
Saturday it was 74 degrees.
'
of the earth crust with the seat of committee was read.
2.50
Co
Died at Denver Yesterday at St. Winter Grocery
disturbance
miles
reis
distant
many
Joseph's hospital at Denver death W. X. Townsend. E. C. Burke
garded as the cause of the shock.
LAST GAMES FOR
W. G. Sargent, F. E. Nuding,
claimed A. Barney, formerly traveling
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 27. Many peoBASEBALL CHAMPIONSHIP.
J. Dendahl, D. S. Lowitzki
freight and traffic agent of the Denple were awakened this morning hy
Kin-sel- l,
G.
M.
ver and Rio Grande with headquarGeorge Hayward,
a SllglU eartnquake Shock. The shock! Phihideliihia. Sent 9.7. This week's
L. F. Montenie, E. P.
ters at. Santa Fe. About a year ago
was felt as far south as Cairo, 111. No!Rame
will decide the winner of the
B. Tonnies. Ortiz & BaBarney was succeeded by W. D. Shea.
damage is reported.
j pennant
of the American League.
Blockaded Street Crossing Conducca, twelve subscriptions at
Felt in Kentucky Too.
'
24.00
tor J. Purcell and Engineer A. Lowe
$2 each
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 27. Reports Philadelphia has nine games to pTay
were arrested at Albuquerque last Cash
from Paducah, Henderson, Owens-- ' and Detroit eight.
Sixteen points
night for blockading with their train Tom Roberts, Dr. J. A. Rolls,
boro and Mayfleld, report an earth-- ! SPI1orj,to tho teams
PHiadelnhi
mina street crossing for twenty-fou- r
A. F. Spiegelberg, Dr. C. A.
quake shock felt over western Ken-:plaCleveland
Tomorrow
at
today,
utes. An ambulance with a patient
Wheelon, J. D. Barnes, W.
tucky but little damage done. The'ti,
rnmoo fniw fm- - Aim
hoson
to
ill
the
the
IT.
C.
way
seriously
Shock was distinctly felt here.
Pierce, Jacobo
Goebel,
Lames In three da vs. Washington
pital was delayed by the train.
Chavez, George Blunt, George
winding up the season with two
Crawled Miles With Broken Leg
JOHN O'NEILL, OLD
Digneo, Otto Retseh, Charles
games. Detroit has two with New
of
in
the Bar W outfit
Lee Singleton
Gildersleeve, Charles Sarrord,
NEW MEXICO SCOUT. York, four with Boston and two with
Lincoln county, was thrown by his
14.00
Gus Hunter, fourteen at $1..
Chicago.
horse and had his right leg broken
.05 Father of Track Elevation in
George W. Armijo
Chicago,
three inches above the ankle. Nev- Collected, not listed
85
Lays Down to His
LABOR TROUBLE AT
ertheless, he crawled several miles, to
Last Sleep.
BUTTE IS SETTLED.
the Grumble ranch from where he
$177.50
Total
was taken to the Bar W ranch to have
111.,
27.
Chicago,
Expenditures.
John
Sept.
Butte, Mont., Sept. 27 The labor
the broken leg set.
and miscel- Fireworks,
freight
scout
and Indian fighter, Civil trouble between the Western FederaO'Neill,
Chaves County School Census The
$116.27 War veteran
laneous
and former alderman, tion of Miners and
census of persons of school age in
30.00
Engineers' Union,
Plaza
sports
Chaves county shows 5,300, an .in"father
of the track elevation" in were
25.00
Band
the return of the
settled
today
by
crease of 800 over last year. The
Chicago, died yesterday at the age
on hand (for next
Balance
ranks"
of the Miners'
of 74. He joined Kit Carson in a engineers to the"
census of Santa Fe county showed
6.23
committee)
year's
5,677 children, so that Chaves county
trip through New Mexico, which was Union.
is gradually approaching the populaa constant succession of Indian fights
$177.50
Total
tion figures of this county and -- may
and scouting expeditions
If you want anything on
through
try
It was the intention of the
have reached them by the time the
Utah,
and
Nevada.
Wyoming
to have the railroads run in excurNew Mexican want "ad."
census is taken.
on this day, and have the cele- REPLICA OF
Rum and Gun Bad Combination
TEMPLE
on a larger scale than that
bration
AlbuJuan Marquez while drunk at
OF SOLOMON.
On
this
took
whioh
place.
BACK LINE
eventually
qnerque was arrested with a loaded
Winchester in hand and with which basis snme ,a,'Se subscriptions were Twenty Massauchetts Masons Revive
he had entered the residence of Car- - collected, but in four instances part
From
Project to Build Grand Structure
los Armijo with the intention of get- - of these subscriptions were returned,
at
Boston.
i
more
or
firm
no
individual
gave
ting even with Porfirio Carabaial so that
Boston, Mass., Sept. 27. Twenty
against, whom he had a grievance, than $5.00
Massachusetts Masons, headed by
His timely arrest undoubtedly revent-e- d
Respectfully submitted,
prominent men, have organized a Leaves BARRANCA at 2 35 p m
NATHAN SALMON,
a tragedy for which the rum would
corporation to . revive the project of Arrives at TAOS at
Chairman.
have been more to blame than the
building a replica of the ancient temgun.
ple of Solomon at Jerusalem. It is
New Offices Fitted Out
In the LAKE STEAMER RUNS
intended to secure $5 subscriptions
DOWN SCHOONER. from
Laughlin block new offices have been
each member of each of the
fitted up for the De Vargas Hotel
blue lodges throughout the United
Company. The offices cennect with Three of Latter's Crew Are Drowned States.
Ten mil?atlxernearer
Good teams
1: art
ssra.y
and Two Are Badly Injured
those of Colonel G. W. Prichard, Terajajr
Panic Averted.
ritorial Treasurer M. A. Otero and
J. A. Raynolds.
John P. Wagner,
52
22
Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 27. The
president of the Hotel Company has
his private office in connection.
In steamer City of Erie, from Cleveland,
all there are six rooms all of which ran down a schooner supposed to be
have been recently overhauled, neatly the Eccelston, early today off Erie,
papered and the floors covered with Pa. Three of the crew, two men and
a woman went down with the steamnew rugs.
YOUR ATTENTION
Convict Camp The convict camp er: two were rescued in small boats
at Raton until last week has been but are unconscious and unable to
'
mcved to Watrous, Mora county, tell the name of the vessel. A panic
TO OUR DISPLAY OF
where they will resume work on the was threatened by the passengers of
Scenic Highway working toward Las t,le steamer but they were quieted by
convicts are the officers.
Vegas. The thirty-twAnother Ship Disaster.
in charge of Captain Lopez and two
Baltimore, Md., Sept. 27. Six surguards. The trip was made overland
most of the men walking as only one vivors of a wrecked vessel, name unwagon was available, that being used known, are aboard the winter quarter
to carry provisions. The convicts had lightship, the remaining twelve of the
been in camp at Raton from August crew having perished, acording to CapNOVELTIES
14, 1908, to September 25, 1909.
tain de Lano of the steamer Porto
Insane Man Gets, Away From Depu- Rico. The lightship is unable to signal
ty Antonio Roland, an insane miner the name of the ship or cause of the
from Gallup, being taken to Las Ve- wreck.
gas to be committed to the insane
asylum, yesterday at the Albuquerque DROPSY CLAIMS
I
AN OLD RESIDENT.!
depot broke away from Deputy Sheriff Demecio Maes and ran amuck in
the railroad yards for a while. He William Barron Succumbs to Fatal
Disease at Advanced Age of
injured the deputy painfully before
he was captured. Roland had been
Seventy-one- .
Catron Block
Phone B ack 78
committed to the asylum on Septem
ber 6, but had made his escape after
Yesterday afternoon at one o'clock
eleven days confinement and returned after about a year's illness, William;
to Gallup.
Barron an old timer in Santa Fe died
from the effects of dropsy. He was
Explaining Compulsory Education
County School Superintendent John born in Kerry, Ireland, 71 years ago,
V. Conway yesterday addressed
a but at an early age came to America
large mass meeting of the citizens of adopting Baltimore, Maryland, as his
school district No. 4, at which he ex- - home. For the past twenty-fiv- e
LA
years
the compulsory education he has been a resident of Santa Fe
plained
law, and urged its. compliance. There where he was highly esteemed and
Is already a very satisfactory attend- respected.
He was a sincere and
ance at the school and this week will devout member of the Catholic
.
... ,
,
..
show a complete attendance of all church. For many years he conductEAST SIDE Of PLAZA.
pupils of compulsory school age. The ed a small grocery store on Palace
parents expressed their willingness tq avenue. By trade he was a banker,
Watch This Space Tot Opening Announcement
abide by the law, and to aid the coun- The funeral mass for the repose of
Home-madCakes Home-mad- e
Bread Home-madPies
superintendent and the . directors his soul was celebrated this morning
a ty
'
in Its compliance.
by the Vicar General Rev. Anthony
V
n

Hat's

(Continued
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o degrees.
attire.
Departure trom
normal, plus 2 degrees. Relative hit
midity at C a. m., CC per cent. Relative humidity at 6 p. ni., 30 per cent.
Relative humidity
average for the
49
cent.
per
day,
Santa Fe, X. M., Sept. 26, 1009.
Maximum temperature, C6 degrees,
at :;:10 p. m. Minimum temperature,
44 degrees, at 5:50 a. m. Mean temperature, 55 degrees. Departure from
normal, minus 3 degrees. Relative humidity at G a. m., 59 per cent. Relative humidity at 6 p. m., 38 per cent.
Relative humidity, average for the
day, 4! per cent. lowest temperature
during last night, 42 degrees.
autre at 6 a. m. today, 43 degrees.

27, 1909.

BRUTAL ATTEMPT TO
CRIMINALLY ASSAULT.

I

H AVWAR D'S MARKET

NE

92.

SEPTEMBER

General
Merchandise

--

sis

WOODTS

SSSESS3

Undertaker and Embalmer

Barranca to Taos

J. D. MULLIGAN

r UERALD

Given Careful
Personal Attention

No. 125 Palaca Ave.
PICTURE

(a

7pm

Phone Red 130.

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

15,-00- 0

SATISFCTORILY 00HE.

WHOLESALE

Anthracite
Smithing

Coal all sizes
Coal

AND RETAIL

$4.50 per ton
"
5.25

6.00"

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YAKD
Near

A--

,

T. & S. F. Depot.

Phone 85.. Office Garfield Au.n,,.

CHIMAYO
BLANKETS

g

FOR FIVE CENTS

V?

K

tt All Ladies who visit the store wili receive a free souvenie'K, v
We will shortly have in a full line of
K
Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each
it
M

at

f.

J.
301-30-

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
S. CANDELAHIO Proprietor.
3

San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N,

M,

Fall Mcdels, Pattern and Tailored Hats

a'

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS

o

In Felts, Collars and
Handkerchiefs etc.

NAVAJO AND

CHOICE LINE OF

$5.00

WE COHDIALLY INVITE

COAL AND WOOD
Screened Raton Lump
iWonero "
"
Cerrillos "

FARE

-

Moda Millinery

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW

"f HE HOME gAKERY
e

e

